
The position of  “Flüchtlingsinitiative Möhlau Wittenberg” towards the decision of the 
local government parliament of Wittenberg.

„Flüchtlingsinitiative Möhlau Wittenberg“  appreciate the decision of the decentralization of 
refugees in private houses in Wittenberg (100 persons in priority families) but disagree and do 
not appreciate the decision of isolating and excluding (100 refugees in priority singles in 
Möhlau) instead of to be sent in Wittenberg or Graffenhainichen.

The so called single refugees in Wittenberg feel discriminated through this decision of the local 
government parliament of Wittenberg held yesterday been 04.07.2011 with the impression that 
they knew the consequence of isolation and exclusion and its effect towards their lives .

They equally knew the consequence that there would be no transportation means for these 
single refugees, if there would be no families with cars in Möhlau, who helps through solidarity 
to facilitate single refugees transportation possibilities in terms of shopping, appointments, etc

Refugees decided through their urgent meeting today that they were been discriminated, 
especially the so called single refugees and because of this open injustice more manifestations 
and demonstrations would not be excluded in wittenberg until their demand is fulfill.

Flüchtlingsinitiative Möhlau wittenberg, the caravan for the right of refugees and migrant, the 
voice refugee forum are highly organized and vigilant to verify how all these measure of 
decentralization would be implemented without discrimination, and abuse therefore, are calling 
all parties, supporters, NGO's, individuals to be vigilant to contribute in all these verifications.

We thank all that contributed to the struggle, enhancing this little step of success, in Wittenberg 
in what concerns refugees affair and their housing conditions.

We are strong and watching how we were been treated by the competent authority!
Solidarity to all refugees!
We demand respect to our human dignity!
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